INSTRUX ™

Proudly Made
in the U.S.A

Getting started with Lux ™
Here are a few of the things you’ll want to know about Lux ™ before getting
started. For more ideas, or if you prefer to watch a “how-to” video, please
visit our website at www.luxblox.com.

Unsticking your cube.

If you make a Lux ™ cube,
you will discover that it is not easy to take it apart. It is very easy
to solve this by just inserting a pencil or dowel rod into the hole of
a Lux ™ and prying open your cube.

Dimples. The dimples are the rectangle-shaped cavities on the
egg-shaped connector. One thing to keep in mind when building with
Lux ™ is to be consistent with the direction your dimples are facing.
Make sure all the dimples are facing the same direction - either all ‘in’ or
all ‘out’ , so they will all connect to each other. Otherwise, you may need
to go back and remake parts.

Dimple

What is the hole in the middle for?
The egg goes in the nest ™.

When connecting Lux ™, simply
push the connectors together so each egg-shaped part goes into each
U-shaped “nest” and the Lux ™ will snap into place. Once it snaps, it becomes a strong hinge with 240 degrees of rotation.

Lux ™ was made to be a tool for creativity and invention. The star-shaped
hole was designed to fit two craft sticks side by side so you can expand
your Lux ™ creations with the addition of these inexpensive items. Craft
sticks are also the ideal tool when building with Lux ™ because you can
use them to hold the Lux ™ in place as you snap on other parts and not
crush what you have already made. The hole will also allow a pencil to
rotate freely, which makes a great axle in machines and vehicles. 1/4 inch
diameter wooden dowel rods, which you can find in craft and home improvement stores, also make great axles. 5/16 inch diameter rods will also
make great struts for adding structure to your creations. The smaller four
holes are for wires, toothpicks, or other similar sized objects.

Go to WWW.LUXBLOX.COM to learn more , watch our instructional
videos, and see what others are building with Lux ™!
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LUX ™ MOTION!
One of the most exciting features of Lux ™ is that you can make things that
move! And not just motions you may be used to seeing, but motions that
sometimes we only see through microscopes or in things like smoke, water,
and in living ‘machines’.
Here are a few creations that will get you started building some of nature’s
coolest motions. First is the Centrifugon ™, which demonstrates centrifugal
motion; next is the Flux ™ or Capillarion ™, which demonstrates precession
and capillary pumping action; then is the Gimbalgus ™ which demonstrates
gimbal action; the Flex-cube ™, which demonstrates the beauty of a collapsing cube, and the Teetotum, a spinning top which demonstrates the power
of angular momentum.

The Lux ™ Flex-Cube ™
30 Pieces
To make the Flex-Cube™, make six “plus signs” out of five Lux ™ each.
Then arrange them in the cross configuration (A) as shown below. Snap
the six plus signs into a cube shape. The structure will be squishy!

A

The Centrifugon ™ 25 pieces
The Centrifugon ™ demonstrates centrifugal force. As you spin the spindle (pencil or dowel rod)
between your fingers, the flex arms are free to spin around. As they do, they go up until they have
risen 90 degrees from the spindle. To make a plus-shaped Centrifugon ™, make a chain of Lux ™ that
intersects evenly through a center Lux ™ (like the red Lux ™ in the illustration below).
For the spindle you can use either a pencil or a dowel rod. The eraser ought to be thick enough to fit
tightly within the center Lux ™. If not, use a little tape to thicken the diameter to get a good tight fit.
On the ends of each of the plus signs are triangular prisms made of three Lux ™ each. The added extra
weight assures that the arms will fall down nicely when the spindle slows down.
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The Gimbalgus ™ is a very

The Lux ™ Teetotum

amusing Lux ™ creation. It demonstrates the beautiful gimbal-like
motion that exists in nature and
architecture. It also demonstrates
the mechanics of “squish”.

A teetotum (or T-totum), is a form of gambling spinning top that is known across Europe from
Roman times. It has a polygonal body - originally four-sided - marked with letters or numbers,
which indicate the result of each spin. The name originates from Latin Totum meaning ‘all’ which
was marked by a T on one of the four sides and indicated that the winning player could take all the
played tokens.
The teetotum survives today as dreidel, a Jewish game played during Hanukkah and as the Perinola,
a game played in many Latin American countries. Some modern teetotums have six or eight sides,
and are used in commercial board games in place of dice. The original 1860 version of The Game of
Life used a teetotum in order to avoid the die’s association with gambling.

Begin by making six square prisms.
Make certain the dimples are all facing inward, otherwise they won’t be
able to connect properly together
in this model.

6 Pieces

Next, connect the prisms together.
First make a ring of four prisms as
seen to the right with the blue and
yellow prisms. Then add the top
and bottom prisms to complete the
Gimbalgus ™.

Use either a four inch long pencil or 1/4 inch
diameter dowel rod. You may have to add some
tape to the pencil or dowel rod to make it thick
enough to snugly fit into the Lux ™ cube.

A

To make a cube, snap six Lux ™ into a cross
configuration and then fold them up and snap
them into a cube. (A)

24
Pieces
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The Flux ™ is a mechanical linkage that converts linear motion into circular motion.
The circular arc motion of a hinge produces a linear vertical movement. The upper
Lux ™ moves vertically up and down, towards and away from the lower one.

A
A

B

You can make your Flux ™ bigger and
bigger and it will still open and close.
Here we laid out more Lux ™ to show you
how to make a larger Flux ™. First make
a triangle Flux ™ by adding six chains of
two Lux ™ to the openings made by the
Flux ™. (A) Then add six chains of three
Lux ™ to bridge each triangle. (B) To finish add six chains of two Lux ™ connecting each three Lux ™ bridge together. (C)
When you open this Flux ™ it will make a
beautiful six pointed star formation. It’s
awesome!

C

B
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The body of the Lux ™ Cycle is made of 27 Lux ™. Snap them into the pattern below and then fold the body into shape. Next, insert the wheels,
put the axles in and secure them with rubberbands.

Lux ™ Cycle
63 Pieces
This vehicle runs best on any
surface with texture such as grass or
carpet.
For the axles on the Lux ™ Cycle you can use either pencils or 1/4 inch
diameter dowel rods. To keep the wheels in place, wrap the ends of
the axles with rubber bands. Start by making two Octoballs ™ that will
serve as your wheels. Octoballs ™ are easy to make. Each Octoball ™ requires 18 Lux ™. Make two “plus signs” for each ball and a chain of eight
that snaps into an octagon. Then connect the plus signs on each side
of the octagon to make an Octoball ™.
Octagon

Cycle body

Plus sign
Plus sign

Two octoballs ™
with pencil axles.
You can also use
dowel rods.
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Rear Octoball ™
wheel

Body

63 Pieces

Front Octoball ™
wheel
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Lux ™ Robot
66
Pieces

Foot
and
Calf

Build two feet and calves.
You will need 14 Lux ™ for
each.

Abdomen
Lux ™ Robot allows you
to explore articulated
joints with Lux ™.

Hips

Connect the feet and
calves to the hips
and then add the
abdomen section using a four piece Lux™
prism. Now you’re
ready to attach the
upper torso and
arms.

We encourage you to
make up your own robots and share them
with us at
www.luxblox.com!
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Head

Arms

Torso

Attach the torso to
the abdomen
midsection and then
attach arms and
head.
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You will notice the limbs and
the upper and lower sections
can move. The robot can
articulate in many ways!
Try to design your own robot
and share it at www.luxblox.
com!
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Lux™ Monoplane

Fuselage
The fuselage is the main body
of an airplane. The fuselage
requires 15 pieces. First make
the front cowling (black) using
five Lux ™. It is a cube with one
missing piece. Then attach the
other ten Lux ™ as shown.

66 Pieces

Tail Section and
Elevators

Wings and Landing Gear
First assemble the wings and landing gear as illustrated below. You can choose any color pattern you would
like!
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Elevators
The tail section is
the rear of the airplane. The elevators are a moving
control surface
that makes the
plane “pitch” up
or down. Connect
three Lux ™ into
a prism and then
build onto it as
shown.

Triangular Prism
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Tail Section
with Elevators

Connect the wings to the fuselage and make sure the
back row of Lux ™ are connected, otherwise the wings
will not remain rigid.

Wing and Landing Gear Assembly

Construct each
wing section
and landing
gear as shown.
Landing Gear
Tail Fin

Create a staging area with
the assembled parts.
Right
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Martian Lander

64 pieces

Lux Lander
Capsule Body
First assemble eight
triangular prisms. Make sure they
all have the dimples facing in.
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Lux ™ Here

Lux ™ Here

Lux ™ Here

Lux ™ Here
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Lux ™ Here

Connect the prisms together to form the capsule
body. First snap four prisms
together as shown below,
then add the remaining
four prisms as shown on
the next page.

Add eight more Lux ™ for the outer walls of the capsule’s upper and middle section. See illustration below for “before”, and on the next page for “after”.

Once you have
added the eight
Lux™ for the outer
walls of the capsule, assemble four
landing legs using
seven Lux ™ for
each leg, then
attach the legs to
the capsule.

The Lander

Attach the landing
leg to bottom of
capsule.

Landing Leg
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Also Available from Lux ™
Sword

Dragon

Lux ™ 166 Piece
More models! Instructions for Dragon, Sword, Bug Buggy,
Racer, and more!!!
Take Lux ™ building to the next level!

Bug
Buggy

Racer
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Armored
Tank

Lux ™ 330 Piece
Instructions for our new SCRAMJET,
Armored Tank, Swan Neck Ferris Wheel, and tons more!

SCRAMJET
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Swan Neck
Ferris Wheel
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Lux ™ Classroom Set ™
One Thousand Colorful Pieces
(Available only at www.luxblox.com)
Our new 1000 piece classroom set includes an idea book that will
bring fun, excitement, and wonder into the classroom. Lux ™ connects
creativity to learning by giving the teacher and the student access to
nature’s own building principles. Lux ™ gives children a creative outlet
to help them learn and retain the perfect balance of physical, emotional, and cognitive stimulation. Lux ™ bridges all the subjects with
a common language of structure. Build an aquaduct or colonnade
when learning about the Romans, create and roll
dice to learn about probability,
make creatures to learn about adaptation,
build molecules when learning about
chemistry and the atoms, and use
Lux ™ in dozens of math
activities from learning perimeter and
surface area to building machines.
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Build the natural world!

Because Lux ™ have moving connections,
they imitate living things. Kids from kindergarten through college can build
their own creatures and learn how moving and stable structures help creatures survive and succeed. Explore concepts such as motion, grasping and
pinching, digestion, respiration, and morphology.

Bridge math, art, and science as you use the same pieces to
learn mathematical ideas, from counting and number families to the families of shapes and solids, making probability dice, creating crystal structures like snowflakes, and making molecules like diamonds!
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Lux™ is the World’s Most Versatile and Dynamic
3D Educational Construction System
Lux ™ is engineered to snap together and rotate
240 degrees, making structures that curve, bend,
imitate nature, and move!
Now kids of all ages can learn through creative
play how the world is put together.
Lux ™ products are
packaged and fullfilled
by the skilled hands of
people with disabilities
through our partnership
with Bridgeway Inc., a
not-for-profit agency
whose mission is to empower people with disabilities through training opportunities and
the creation of meaningful employment.
©2015 LUXBLOX ™ LLC. All rights reserved. Lux Blox ™ and Lux ™
are a registered trademark of LUXBLOX ™ LLC.
Please retain this information for future reference. Please remove all
packaging before entrusting to a child.
Lux Blox LLX
325 North Prairie Street
Galesburg, IL 61401
Ph. 1-844-256-9555
E-Mail: customerservice@luxblox.com
facebook.com/luxblox
instagram.com/luxblox
This book is a work protected by copyright, thus, any unauthorized
copying or reproduction of the content is strictly prohibited. In order
to use any or all content, you must receive the consent of LUX BLOX
LLC, the copyright holder and owner of its publication rights..

Lux are Proudly
Made in the U.S.A.

